
New rules and rule changes for the expansion are 
explained in this rule booklet. Otherwise, normal 
Clinic rules apply.

Alban’s tip: I do not recommend mixing expansions 
1–2 (Medical Dossier 1) with expansions 3–4 (Medi-
cal Dossier 2), but do what works for you! =:)

NEW EXPANSION RULES

EXPANSION 1: AMENITIES & 4TH FLOOR

PLAY

ACTIONS

1

3 new gameboard tiles (Ambulance Parking Lot, Cafeteria, 
and Dormitory)

8 8 cubes in 4 different player colors
4 4th floors to touch the sky :-)

+ Place the Ambulance Parking Lot, Cafeteria, and Dormi-
tory on the appropriate places on the common board (see 
illustration below), which makes these buildings an active 
part of the game.

+ Each player gets one column in the Cafeteria, and one in 
the Dormitory. Place your player cube in your column of 
each of those two buildings to show that it’s your column.

+ From the white and yellow Patient cubes in the supply (not 
the pool), draw  – 1 random Patients. Place each patient 
and his Ambulance (black cube) in the Ambulance Parking 
Lot.

+ Place the 4th Floor above the 3rd Floor of your Player 
Board.

COMPONENTS

SETUP

4. MOVE 

+ Doctors, Nurses, and Staff that want to leave the Clinic for a 
break spend only 5 minutes each to meet at an Entrance (not 
a Helipad).

+ Form Groups of them however you like (see Movement Rules), 
but each Group must have the same destination. Each Group 
spends 5 minutes when going to or coming from the Cafeteria 
or Dormitory.

4. BUSINESS

+ Patient Care Income
+ Expenses
+ Gain Popularity
+ Cafeteria Income

6. ADMINISTRATION

+ Dormitory: Each Doctor in the Dormitory progresses: 

•	 You	do not earn Popularity for this.
•	 Doctors	can	remain	in	the	Dormitory	as	long	as	you	like.
•	 Doctors	 can	 return	 to	 an	Entrance	 (not	 a	Helipad).	Re-

member: This takes 5 minutes per Group.

+ Cafeteria:
•	 Doctors	 in	 the	 Cafeteria	 keep	 their	 colors	 (they	 neither	

progress nor regress).
•	 Doctors,	Nurses,	and	Staff	immediately	return	after	their	

meals to stand at an Entrance (not a Helipad). Remember: 
This takes 5 minutes per Group.

You	can	add	just	this	expansion	to	the	base	game,	or	also	include	
Expansion 2!

ADMIT PATIENTS

+ The first player to choose this action during the round may first 
(before using the usual queue points to admit Patients) host 
one Patient from the Ambulance Parking Lot. The player must 
park the corresponding Ambulance (black cube) on his Player 
Board, and place the Patient in his Pre-Admissions column for 
any Service (row) the player wishes. This uses no queue points. 

HIRE

+ Employees are not allowed to go for a break the same turn they 
are hired.



+ Doctors, Nurses, and Staff may now leave the Clinic in 
Groups to take a break. If they weren’t in the Clinic, they 
can’t take a break; they need to get to work first!

+ A Group of friends is a set of of 1, 2 or 3 cubes which are 
moving together to the same building outside the Clinic. 
There can be several Groups.

+ Each Group goes to either:
•	 The	Dormitory	(Doctors	only).	1–3	Doctors	can	rest	in	

the Dormitory (each player has 3 beds).
•	 The	Cafeteria	(Doctors,	Nurses,	and/or	Staff)	to	have	a	

meal.

EXPENSES

+ Employees on break (outside the Clinic) still get their sala-
ries, but Staff on break will not maintain anything (they 
give you no maintenance discount).

CAFETERIA INCOME

+ Each Doctor, Staff, and Nurse in the Cafeteria pays you $ 6. 
This income cannot be used to buy Popularity Points.

During the Move phase, the cubes A, B, C, and D want to go out-
side the Clinic, forming two groups. Going outside the Clinic costs 
only 5 minutes for each cube = 20 minutes here. 
•	 A,	B,	D	will	have	their	meal	in	the	Cafeteria.	(5	minutes)
•	 C	will	have	a	rest	in	the	Dormitory	(5	minutes)

During the Business phase, the A, B, C, and D cubes do not cost the 
player anything, but now the player has only one Staff cube in the Clin-
ic. The group of 3 friends (A, B, and D) pay $ 18 for their meal. They 
immediately return near any Entrance That costs 5 minutes per group. 

During the Administration phase, the white Doctor C progresses and 
becomes yellow. The Doctor can stay for several rounds. When you de-
cide that the Doctor has finished his rest, the cube can return near any 
Entrance. That costs 5 minutes. Doctors may form a Group from the 
Dormitory to return near any single Entrance..

MOVEMENT RULES

BUSINESS

2

Example

A B

C

D



EXPANSION 2: URBAN DESIGN & JANITORS

48 Urban Design cards
1 Maintenance Shop gameboard tile
8 grey cubes for the Janitors

+ Place the Maintenance Shop on the common board (see 
illustration below), which makes this building an active part 
of the game.

+ Place 2 ×  Janitors in the Maintenance Shop.
+ If the players agree to use Urban 

Design, which specifies how 
your Clinic must be laid out at 
the end of the game, separate the 
Urban Design cards into easy (4 
PP), medium (8 PP), and diffi-
cult (12 PP) stacks.

+ In reverse player order, each player secretly chooses an Ur-
ban Design card from each deck and chooses one (for your 
first game with Urban Design, you should choose an easy 
card). The Urban Design card is kept hidden until the end 
of the game.

SETUP

COMPONENTS ACTIONS

BUILD

Elevator / Corridor: 
+ Each	Janitor	who	is	on	a	tile	with	a	Corridor	/	Elevator	disc	

may shift the disc as far as you like in the same Building, in 
any of the three orthogonal planes (i.e. it can move up or down 
and/or north, south, east, or west — see the example below). 
This counts as one of the 2 components the Build action 
grants you. 

In this strange Clinic with no Doctors or Patients, Janitor A is 
working near Corridor B. During the Building phase, you may 
move disc B to any tile in the same building marked with “C”. 
You cannot move it to the Waiting Room or one of the ground floor 
Rooms (D), since the tiles are not in orthogonal direction from the 
Janitor. You cannot move it to the Psychiatric Module (E), since the 
tile is not in the same building.  

In the Expenses step of the Business phase, the maintenance ex-
penses for the Elevators and Corridors are $ 2 (for the floor) + $ 2 
(for two buildings) + $ 1 (fixed cost) + $ 1 (salary for the Janitor) 
- $ 3 (for one Janitor) = $ 3. Maintenance expenses for Modules and 
Gardens must also be paid, just as in the base game.

3

You	 can	 add	 just	 the	 Janitors,	 just	 the	Urban	Design,	 or	 both.	
Also,	you	can	add	 just	 this	 expansion	 to	 the	base	game,	or	also	
include Expansion 1!

Janitor example
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HIRE

+ Pay the costs listed on their respective spaces in order to:
•	 Hire	1	Doctor	from	the	University	or	1 Janitor from the 

Maintenance Shop, and/or
•	 Hire	 1	Nurse	 (from	 the	 current	 round’s	 column)	 or	 1	 Staff	

member

Remember: Each new hire comes with a Car (black cube) that 
must be parked.

+ Janitors	move	just	like	other	people.
+ Janitors can remain anywhere in the Clinic (they ignore and 

have no effect on room limits), but must be with an Eleva-
tor	 /	Corridor	 disc	 in	 order	 to	 use	 their	 Building	 action	
ability.

+ Janitors are not allowed to leave the Clinic to take breaks.

MOVEMENT RULES

EXPENSES

+ Each Janitor must be paid a salary of $ 1, added with the 
other salaries.

+ Pay the other Expenses like in the base game.
+ If you have any Elevators or Corridors, maintenance of 

the	Elevator	 /	Corridor	network	costs	 	 $ f + $ n + $ 1; f is 
the highest floor number in any of your Buildings (ground 
floor is 0); n is the number of Buildings in your Clinic. 
Each Janitor reduces this cost by $ 3, but the cost can’t be 
less than $ 0. (See example on p. 3.)

+ Urban Design card: 
•	 Reveal	your	Urban	Design	card.
•	 If	your	Clinic	layout	includes	modules	in	every position 

depicted on your Urban Design card, earn the Popular-
ity Points indicated on the card (4, 8, or 12).
•	 Your	layout	is	allowed	to	be	180°	rotated	from	the	

card (i.e. turn the card upside-down).
•	 You	may	have	more	modules	than	depicted	on	the	

card, as long as you have all modules depicted on 
the card.

•	 If	 your	Clinic	 is	missing	 any modules from positions 
depicted on your Urban Design card, lose the Popular-
ity Points indicated on the card (−2, −4, or −6).

BUSINESS

END OF THE GAME

This Clinic is laid out according to the Urban Design card, so it 
scores 4 PP. The required modules are marked with “A”. Note that 
the Clinic layout is rotated 180° compared to the card.

Clinic instructions belong to the author Alban Viard and are 
reserved for personal uses. Clinic © Alban Viard 2014

Graphic design: Sampo Sikiö (samposdesign.com)
Illustrations: Fanny Dalle Aste (da-fanny.ultra-book.com)

CREDITS
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Urban Design example 
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